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ABSTRACT
1 in 68 American 8-year-old children are diagnosed with Autism Spectrum
Disorders (ASDs). Though prevalent, ASDs are not typically diagnosed until
children are older than 4 years. The results of clinical interventions are
improved when children are diagnosed as young as possible but it is difficult
to provide clinical evaluation and intervention for all children at such a young
age. An automatic method that screened and flagged at-risk children could
reach more children and would facilitate the speed of diagnosis.
Engagement characterizes an individual’s attention to and interaction with
the people and objects in their environment. It is used by psychologists to
measure a child’s social development and a lack of engagement can signal
delays, such as ASDs. We demonstrate the first methods capable of pre-
dicting the engagement of a child automatically. We apply computer vision
techniques to predict child engagement during unscripted two-person inter-
actions. We show that predicting engagement is a challenging task for auto-
matic methods and non-expert people. The work in this thesis provides the
first steps to creating an automatic screener for developmental delays.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Engagement involves a visceral understanding of a person’s emotional com-
mitment to an interaction or task. It is an internal state that reflects the
extent to which someone is reacting to or participating in an interaction with
another person or object. It summarizes a person’s state during an activity
rather than describing the activity itself. It is characterized by facial ex-
pression, body movement, reciprocity, and overall interest. Engagement is a
difficult concept to define concretely; in part because engagement presents
itself differently depending on the situation and the individual. People how-
ever, can easily tell when someone is engaged in an interaction or with an
object.
The ability to gauge someone’s engagement is important for a number of
industries. Assessing the engagement of a subject during training, driving,
and in classroom settings can impact learning outcomes and safety. Captur-
ing a person’s personality and social behaviors can also have clinical conse-
quences. Psychologists care about social engagement since it can indicate
developmental delays, such as autism. One of the practical difficulties in
diagnosis is reaching a large population with sometimes limited resources.
An automatic method has the potential to screen large numbers of children
without requiring any human input. Such a screening could flag atypically
behaving children who would benefit from further medical intervention. In
our work, we will focus on predicting the engagement of children in two-
person interactions.
1.1 Domain Introduction
The Center for Disease Control reports that 1 in 68 American 8 year old chil-
dren have Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). Most children are diagnosed
1
after the age of 4 but could be diagnosed as early as 2 years old [2].
In order to facilitate diagnosis of ASDs the Interagency Autism Coordi-
nating Committee (IACC) asked for a cost-effective screener or diagnostic
measure to identify children with developmental delays and to differentiate
kids at risk from typically developing children [3]. They required a rapid
infant screening tool (5-10 minutes) that could be given by pediatricians or
non-specialists for autism specific screening.
1.1.1 The Rapid-Attention, Back and Forth, Communication
Assessment
Professor Opal Ousley designed the Rapid-Attention, Back and Forth, and
Communication (Rapid ABC) assessment to answer the IACC’s call [3]. It is
a semi-structured play interaction during which an examiner engages a child
in five activities intended to elicit social-communication behaviors and turn
taking. The examiner scores the frequency and quality of the child’s social
behavior in each activity, generating a total score that reflects the child’s
social engagement with her during the assessment.
During the assessment a child sits diagonally opposite the examiner at a
table (example in Figure 1.1). The examiner tries to engage the child during
five stages: greeting, ball play, book, putting on a hat, and tickling. The
examiner follows a script (seen in Figure 1.2) so that each stage is identically
structured across children. The interactions that occur during the stages
occur in the same order for every child. All children are prompted by the
examiner in the same ways throughout the assessment and all children are
evaluated for the same behavior immediately following the stimulus:
Stage Examiner Stimuli Evaluated Child Behavior
Greet ‘Hi name’ Look at examiner
‘Are you ready to play with some toys’ Smile
Ball Hold ball up, ‘Look at my ball’ Look at ball then examiner
‘Lets play ball. Ready, set, go’, Toss ball Return ball, smile
...
...
...
Table 1.1: A selection of examiner stimuli from the Rapid ABC assessment.
Stimuli are coupled with the child behaviors the examiner evaluates imme-
diately following the stimulus.
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Figure 1.1: A visualization of the data provided in the MMDB dataset. We
use the video from the canon cameras pointed at the child (left) and the
examiner (right). The annotations indicate when each part of the examiner’s
script occurred and some of the child behavior. A full list of annotations is
in Table 1.2.
A complete list of the examiner’s prompts and evaluations can be extracted
from the examiner’s evaluation form seen in Figure 1.2.
1.1.2 The Multi-Modal Dyadic Behavior Dataset
Dr. Agata Rozga collected videos of children undergoing the Rapid ABC
assessment at The Child Study Lab of the Georgia Institute of Technology.
The Child Study Lab recruited “infants or toddlers, age 15-36 months, who
were showing early signs of autism spectrum disorder or other developmental
delays”. Their expert clinicians evaluated the children using the form in
Figure 1.2. For each child who participated the lab provides video, audio,
and Q-sensor data of the child’s assessment. This data was compiled into
the Multi-Modal Dyadic Behavior Dataset (MMDB) [4].
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Figure 1.2: The form an examiner completed during a Rapid ABC assess-
ment. The assessment is broken into five stages: Greet, Ball, Book, Hat, and
Tickle. An examiner scores explicit actions of the child during the stage and
also the overall ease with which she engaged the child in each stage. These
two values are summed to produce the engagement score of the stage. We
predict the ease-of-engagement of the child as a binary task. Engaged chil-
dren have an ease-of-engagement score of 0 and disengaged children have a
score of 1 or 2.
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The MMDB dataset has annotations of behavior, speech, and the child’s
engagement in tasks. It contains hours of videos in which examiners and chil-
dren are interacting. It is a rich resource for structured examiner prompts and
spontaneous child reactions. An examiner follows a script and will prompt
a child identically in every Rapid ABC assessment making the examiner ac-
tions across assessments equivalent. The reactions from children however, are
unscripted and varied.
The MMDB Dataset is different from existing behavior datasets because
the actions that we see are not drawn from a curated collection like the
internet. Children’s responses are open-ended and do not fall naturally into
categories of behavior. The MMDB dataset presents a unique opportunity to
investigate real interactions between two people.
The analysis performed in the following sections is on the 98 children in
the MMDB Dataset whose data we received. A full list of those 98 children
is in the Appendix.
Contents
The MMDB dataset was filmed using 15 cameras in various parts of the as-
sessment room. Eleven Axis cameras were wall-mounted around the room, 2
Canon cameras were positioned on either side of the assessment table (seen
in Figure 1.1), a Go-Pro camera was on the table, and a Kinect camera was
hung from the ceiling above the table. Audio, visual, and sensory data is
provided with the dataset. Each child and examiner have a microphone to
record speech. The child also has a Q-sensor on each wrist to collect motion
data.
Examiner Annotation
Throughout the Rapid ABC assessment the examiner annotates the child’s
behaviors and overall ease-of-engagement (example in Figure 1.2). Each
video in the MMDB Dataset has a completed assessment form included.
The examiners annotations are taken in real-time but they are not time-
specific. For example, the examiner can mark that a child smiled during the
ball stage but that does not mean that the child was always smiling during
the ball stage. These behavioral annotations can reflect a few seconds or a
few minutes of data.
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For every stage the examiner scores the ease with which she engaged the
child using a tertiary likert scale. She then collapses the scores [1, 2] to make
final engagement score a binary class of 0 for engaged and 2 for disengaged.
For the sake of simplicity we will use the classes [0, 1] for engaged and disen-
gaged in each of the five stages.
Post-Processing Annotation
Each video in the MMDB dataset is accompanied by millisecond annotations
of behaviors and events such as the examiner’s and child’s speech, gestures,
and vocalizations (Figure 1.1). The annotations contain the start and stop
time of each stage, whether the child smiled and the gaze direction of the
child. A full list of the types of annotations is in Table 1.2. These annotations
are very sparse as seen in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Each video in the MMDB dataset has been manually annotated
with 11 different behavior types. Each annotation type (shown across the x-
axis) has sub-types (listed in Table 1.2) that occur throughout the video. This
plot shows the mean percentage of time across videos that is has annotations
of each type. We show the percent of time without annotation in white and
the various sub-type annotations in color. As shown here, on average, very
little of the data has been annotated. We have shown that these annotations
are useful (Chapter 5) even though they are sparse.
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stages speech e gesture e gesture c
greeting hello reach reach
ball c name tickle point
book hi c name gaze dir c tap
hat play with new toys ex face pat table
tickle look at my ball ex hands wave
ball book let s play ball par face other
ball turn c ready, set, ball head nod
ball turn e one, two, three, book head shake
ball away go! unsociable wave away
book turn c roll it back speech c push away
book turn e look at my book verbalization show
book shut what s next vocalization clap
present play can you turn the page voc aff c pause
ball present where is the laugh ball pause
ball play where is the book whine cry book pause
book present it s a hat! It s on my head! tickle pause
book play gonna tickle you off task
hat present gonna get you disengage
tickle play tickle tickle tickle away
Table 1.2: All the annotations provided with the MMDB dataset. Each video
was manually annotated per mili-second with the above values. There are
11 types of annotations (in bold) and each contains a number of subtypes.
Some annotations are of the child’s behavior (marked with ‘c’) and others of
the examiner’s behavior (marked with ‘e’). The abbreviation ‘par’ denotes
parent and ‘ex’ denotes examiner. A visualization of how these annotations
relate to the video in time can be seen in Figure 1.1.
Properties
One of the features of the MMDB Dataset is that it has videos of different
children’s natural responses to stimuli. The data is varied and has toddlers of
various ages, skin-tone (61% light-toned, 35% dark-toned), and gender (52%
female), see Figure 1.4.
Occlusion occurs naturally when children are moving as much as they do in
this dataset. 24% of the children had hair that could occlude their forehead
or face at some point throughout the video. 5% of children had an object
like a pacifier or bottle that would occlude their face during the video. These
numbers do not account for occlusion from a parent’s or the child’s hands,
from movement, or from the examiner’s movement. Those are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 4.
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One of the primary challenges with the MMDB dataset is that the videos
are of varying length. As seen in Figure 1.5 the stages have very different
duration: Greet and Tickle take only a few seconds, Ball and Book can last
over a minute. There is also a large variance in the amount of time certain
stages take between children. Stages that depend on the child’s response to
progress (such as returning the ball or or pointing to the book) tend to have
greater variance in their duration than stages like Greet which only depend
on the examiner. This makes comparisons across videos difficult since the
interactions are not normalized in time.
The engagement of the 98 subjects in the MMDB that we worked with
was heavily biased towards engaged children. Figure 1.6 shows that in every
stage there are significantly more engaged children than disengaged chil-
dren. This makes the task of predicting disengagement even more challeng-
ing since we have few examples of disengagement. Furthermore, as shown
in Figure 1.7, the total ease-of-engagement score (sum of the five stage’s en-
gagement scores) tends to be polar with approximately 42% of children being
always disengaged/engaged. Approximately 81% of children are always en-
gaged/disengaged in four of the five stages. Few children are both engaged
and disengaged limiting the range of behaviors seen in a child.
Figure 1.4: The demographic (first row) and visibility (second row) data of
the 98 children in the MMDB Dataset that we use.
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Figure 1.5: A plot of the time duration of each stage in the 98 examples we
use of the MMDB Dataset. There are large differences in the duration of the
stages. The Ball and Book stages take the longest on average and have a high
variance for the amount of time each child took to complete them. Shorter
stages, like Greet and Hat, which rely less on child responses to progress had
far less variance in time.
1.2 Background
The computer vision community can successfully predict human activity and
large scale body movements. More subtle tasks, such as describing a per-
son’s state, their personality, engagement, or emotion, are still challenging
for modern methods ([5], [6]). To date, the majority of activity and behavior
datasets capture people performing specific emotions (like surprise or joy)
instead of offering in-the-wild emotional data. We focus on predicting en-
gagement because it involves subtle cues and reactions that can be evoked in
in-the-wild dyadic interviews.
We use the MMDB dataset in which natural emotional responses are
elicited from a child in an interview setting. In contrast to current activity
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Figure 1.6: The MMDB dataset has engagement scores and ease classes for
every interaction. We have plotted the scores for each of the five stages in
the 98 videos we used. The data is strongly biased towards high-engagement
children (low-scoring) making disengagement prediction very challenging.
Figure 1.7: Children receive one ease-of-engagement score ∈ [0, 1] for each
stage. A large number of children receive the same score during each stage.
We have plotted the total ease-scores of children. A child with a total ease-
score of 0 was engaged in all stages. A child with total ease score of 5 was
disengaged in all stages. 81% of children were always engaged in 4-5 stages
or always disengaged in 4-5 stages.
datasets, the MMDB dataset contains real reactions to stimuli. The exam-
iner’s actions are scripted making comparisons across children’s behaviors
possible, but the child’s reactions are spontaneous and unlearned.
There is little current literature that addresses engagement prediction. The
original MMDB publication and dataset [4] have led to few other publications
on the data ([7], [8]) in three years. Previous attempts to predict engagement
([4],[8]) have been marginally successful but have not been as extensive as our
work. We will detail previous work in automatically predicting engagement
on the MMDB dataset to contextualize our work.
Since there is little work on engagement prediction and on the MMDB
dataset it is difficult to establish method baselines. We will describe the
methodologies and performance on other affective computing tasks (such as
depression and personality prediction) in order to give an idea of how well
our method could be expected to work on our data.
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1.2.1 Activity Recognition
To date, human activity research has chosen a set of activity categories then
proceeded to categorize examples of behavior into those pre-defined actions.
This strategy is particularly difficult to apply to social stimuli because of
the large range of possible responses. Most work studies labeled datasets of
actions. There are numerous datasets of labeled actions, some encompassing
large numbers of actions [9, 10].
In contrast, we are predicting a child’s overall engagement instead of spe-
cific actions. Summary behavior, like engagement and personality, is much
harder to define because it is not as explicit as categorizing activities like
walking, standing, or smiling.
Though much human activity involves interaction with objects or with
other humans, interactions have not been the main focus of the literature.
Yao and Fei-Fei show that coupling action classification and object catego-
rization in static images is valuable [11]. Desai and Ramanan demonstrate
that occlusion modeling improves recognition of human object interactions
in static images [12]. Yang et al. show that jointly inferring interaction and
parses for pairs of people in static images is advantageous because interactions
between people have a strong effect on their body configuration [13]. Finally,
UCF-101 contains some video clips of human-human interactions [10].
In contrast, our work focuses on predicting the engagement of a child
during an interaction. We use the MMDB dataset in which natural emo-
tional responses are elicited from a child in an interview setting. The child’s
responses are spontaneous unlike existing datasets that require people to
act-out a scenario. In contrast to current activity datasets in which people
are acting out certain behaviors, the MMDB dataset contains real reactions
to stimuli. Engagement is a natural response to a stimulus and cannot be
acted out like a smile or handshake. A child’s reaction will be spontaneous
and unlearned making this dataset a unique in-the-wild opportunity to study
human behavior.
We focus on predicting engagement using Deep Neural Networks. A survey
of activity datasets and Deep Neural Network methods to predict activity is
in [14]. [15] and [16] use social and temporal information to predict activity
from video using a two-stream Convolutional Neural Network. Combinations
of hand-crafted and deep-learned features have been most promising for pre-
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dicting activity as shown in [17]. Determining the temporal action-bounds
[18] and detecting activity in untrimmed video [19] have focused on identi-
fying the most informative sequences in activity videos. We use end-to-end
learning methods without hand-crafted features to predict engagement. We
also show improvements by focusing on important keyframes instead of the
whole video.
1.2.2 Emotion, Attention, and Socialization Recognition
Emotion recognition has traditionally been approached similarly to activity
recognition by categorizing a person’s facial expressions (for example: happy,
surprised, neutral) or by a facial action unit coding of expression as seen in
the Cohn-Kanade Database [20]. Before the prevalence of Deep Neural Net-
works appearance and rule-based methods focused on predicting the presence
or absence of facial action units [21], [22]. Barlett et al. [23] [24]) and White-
hall et al. ([25]) used wavelets to represent the specific action units used to
predict emotion classes. Recently more attention has been focused on using
Neural Networks to predict emotion classes ([26], [27], [1]). End-to-end learn-
ing methods have out-performed the hand-crafted features but still focus on
classifying facial expressions into predetermined categories, a technique that
is difficult to apply to our work.
Attention, an aspect of engagement, is being researched as it applies to
driver attention ([28], [29], [30]). Driver attention work often focuses on
pupil tracking and facial landmarks [31] and on distracted driving [32]. This
is similar to our work since the goal is to identify disengaged driving but it
is in a much more constrained and well-defined environment since the driver
is stationary and looking forward most of the time.
Ego-centric vision uses camera angles that are of the subjects field of view.
Similar to engagement these applications focus on finding a subjects region
of interest [33] or recognizing the activity they are participating in [34]. Joint
attention between two subjects [35], text attention while shopping [36], and
social interaction detection [37] have also been explored using ego-centric
vision. Though the domain researched is similar to ours we do not have
access to head-mounted cameras and instead work with video taken from
opposite the subject.
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Socialization has also received increased interest ([38], [39], [40]). Less work
has focused on child interactions; Prabhakar et al. [41] modeled turn-taking
interactions between children when playing games and with toys.
1.2.3 Engagement Prediction
There is little work on the Multimodal Dyadic Behavior dataset and in en-
gagement prediction. We are aware of three works, Rehg et al. [4], Presti et
al. [8], and Gupta et al. [7] that predict engagement on this data. The three
works address the question of ease-of-engagement classification and approach
the problem as a binary ([4], [8]) or three-class [7] classification problem.
Rehg et al. [4] introduce the MMDB dataset. They detect gaze direc-
tion, smiles, and predict the ease-of-engagement in the videos. When using
vision-features, they predict whether a child is engaged (binary task) in two
substages (‘ball’ and ‘book’) on 14 test videos. To do this they use features
that capture specific actions like the child reaching for the book. Rehg et
al. improve their performance on the task by incorporating speech features.
Their overall accuracy predicting engagement for the Ball (2/14 children were
disengaged) and Book (3/14 children were disengaged) stages was 92.86%
and 73.33%. Though the method’s accuracy is very high we are unable to
compare to them since they only use 14 examples in their experiments and
since we do not know which children were included in their dataset. After
incorporating speech features, they are able to predict whether a child is en-
gaged during all five stages in those 14 videos. In contrast, we take a more
direct end-to-end learning approach and predict engagement from the child’s
face and body instead of by defining specific actions first. Since we do not
depend on specific motion features (reaching for the book) we are able to
predict engagement for 98 children on all five stages.
Presti et al. [8] predict a binary ease-of-engagement class using vision fea-
tures. They propose a Hidden Markov Model for predicting the engagement
class on 33 test videos. Their method utilizes the overhead cameras provided
by the dataset and considers the full duration of the stage when making a de-
cision. They also classify the stage (greeting, ball, book, hat, tickle) of each
video clip. In contrast, we use the front-facing camera angle which captures
the child’s face and torso.
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Gupta et al. [7] perform a 3-way classification task on the ease of en-
gagement (0 - easy to engage, 1- moderately easy, 2 - hard to engage) using
prosodic speech cues. They report their performance on 74 test videos. Un-
like Gupta we consider video data and not audio data.
None of the existing work is comparable to ours because each work uses
different subsets of the original dataset that each contain a different dis-
tribution of disengaged children. In contrast to our work, previous vision
methods only considered a handful of children and a subset of stages. We
have innovated over what previous groups have done and have successfully
predicted 98 children’s engagement in all five stages using only visual data.
Our method can easily generalize to other data when it becomes available.
1.2.4 Affective Computing
Comparison to Other Affective Computing Tasks
There has been an increasing interest in Affective Computing in the last
years, surveys include [42] and [43]. The use of multi-modal sensor data like
EEG and ECG sensors is popular as seen in ([44], [45], [46], [47]). EEG
sensors have been used to classify emotion when viewing movies in order to
gauge if the viewer is pleased or displeased with what they are watching ([48],
[49]). EEG data has been used to determine how engaged a reader is in news
they are reading [50]. These works either classify emotion into positive and
negative classes or predict arousal and valence [51].
Wearable electronics are also very popular for predicting human activ-
ity [52] and state [53]. Multi-modal methods (including face, body, voice,
sensors) have also been used for behavioral coding [54] and chronic-pain
prediction [55]. Facial expression has been studied in detail using hypospec-
tral imaging [56], micro-expression analysis ([57], [58]), and facial landmarks
([59], [60]). In contrast, we only use frontal cameras and do not consider sen-
sors, wearables, or audio because our method needs to work in a real-world
deployment scenario.
The ChaLearn Challenge has compiled a new dataset annotated with per-
sonality traits (extroversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism,
openness to experience). The creation of the dataset involved heavy manual
cleaning to remove any videos that contained poor audio, poor visibility of
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the face, multiple individuals, and abrupt movements. The personality traits
of the subjects were annotated by Turkers unlike our data which was anno-
tated by clinical experts. We focus on a dataset that was created by eliciting
responses from a child rather than by collecting interview-style rhetoric from
the web.
The AVEC Challenge [6] explores human state and has recently focused
on the Distress Analysis Interview Corpus (DAIC) [61] which contains clini-
cal interviews designed to support diagnosis of psychological distress such as
anxiety, depression, and post-traumatic stress. The data has been annotated
using a standardised self-assessment subjective depression questionnaire, the
PHQ-8 [62], which the subjects themselves have completed. Such labels are
biased and variable. In contrast, we work with labels given by clinical experts
interviewing the children rather than by the subjects themselves.
Expected Performance on the MMDB Dataset
In order to understand how well our method could preform we consider sim-
ilar tasks in the Affective Computing community.
In the ChaLearn Challenge, participants used facial landmarks, gaze fea-
tures, head pose, audio data, and AU scores for their predictions. The best
three methods on the ChaLearn Data [5] use a combination of both audio
and visual data passed through a CNN or RCNN. They obtained a mean
AUC over the five personality traits of 0.83. In contrast we only consider
visual data for our methods and the mean AUC of our best method is 0.76,
very similar to their performance.
Participants in the AVEC detection challenge used facial landmarks, gaze
features, head pose, audio data, and AU scores for their predictions. The
AVEC Challenge’s baseline results on the task of depression classification
report a F1 score of 0.583 for depressed individuals and 0.857 for not de-
pressed individuals using an ensemble method of video and audio data. In
comparison, non-expert humans performed with an average F1 of 0.55 on our
dataset’s disengaged children and 0.84 on engaged children. Our automatic
method performed with an average F1 of 0.31 on disengaged children and
0.76 on engaged children. Our methods perform comparably to methods on
a similar task. We employ end-to-end learning strategies unlike the AVEC
Challenge participants who used a number of features including a person’s
gaze, emotional state, and facial expression.
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Our task is clearly difficult for automatic methods and non-expert humans.
Our results are comparable to the results on other affective computing tasks
even though the MMDB and staticMMDB datasets present more difficult
tasks, as shown by the performance of non-skilled people.
1.3 Thesis Introduction
We apply computer vision techniques to predict the engagement of a child and
to summarize the child’s behavior during unscripted two-person interactions.
1.3.1 Thesis Statement
We demonstrate the first computer vision methods capable of pre-
dicting the engagement of a child automatically. A child’s early devel-
opmental period is crucial and being able to capture characteristic differences
between children’s behaviors is important. The Rapid-Attention, Back and
Forth, and Communication (Rapid ABC) assessment is a semi-structured
play interaction during which an examiner engages the child in five activities
intended to elicit social-communication behaviors and turn taking. Such as-
sessments are common in developmental psychology research, where they are
used both to understand typical behavior and to identify children who may be
experiencing delays, such as autism. The examiner scores the frequency and
quality of the child’s social behavior in each activity, generating a total score
that reflects the child’s social engagement with her during the assessment.
We are able to predict the score given by the examiner automatically.
We automatically predict a child’s engagement during interactions with an
adult examiner in five different activities (Chapters 2, 4) in both the MMDB
and our summary dataset the staticMMDB. Our methods solidly outperform
baselines for this task and even surpass human performance in some cases
on the staticMMDB dataset. We rank children by their engagement scores
and give overall evaluations of a child’s behavior that agree with the rankings
provided by expert examiners (Spearman‘s ρ = 0.45). We provide evaluation
metrics and results for 98 children involved in five stages of the examination.
We have created a dataset that summarizes the very complex MMDB
dataset, Figure 3.1 (Chapter 3). Our static version captures the action-
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Figure 1.8: Engagement is a state that summarizes overall behavior. Predict-
ing engagement requires facial (1), body (2), and motion (3) cues. Engaged
and disengaged children may be still (a,c), may smile (a,b,d), and may turn
their bodies to face the examiner (a,b,c). We predict engagement in five
activities including greeting (a,c) and tickling (b,d).
reaction dynamic of the original assessment by highlighting the most impor-
tant interactions. We conduct a user study that shows that the staticMMDB
dataset preserves the information needed for predicting engagement while be-
ing much simpler than the original dataset (Chapter 3). To date, all research
conducted on the MMDB dataset used different sets of children, different
stages, and different evaluation metrics. The staticMMDB facilitates com-
parison across methods by encapsulating the original dataset into 22 key
interactions that are identical across all 98 children in the dataset.
In this thesis we show that engagement can be predicted by automatic
methods using in-the-wild data. Our method works regardless of occlusions,
detector failures, and without any additional annotations. Our work ad-
vances the state of the art in engagement prediction and is the first to apply
deep learning to the task. Previous work used hand-crafted features to pre-
dict engagement for a small set of children and in contrast, we use end-to-end
learning methods on 98 children. We explore using different sets of features
for different stages, learning disengagement cues, and a number of deep learn-
ing architectures to improve performance and create baselines for the task.
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1.3.2 Contributions
1. We work with real in-the-wild data instead of acted videos of interactions.
2. We directly predict a child’s state instead of specific actions. This is a
complex problem since state can be easily masked by motion and since there
is no single expression that indicates engagement (see Figure 1.8).
3. We have summarized an extensive video dataset, the MMDB, to provide
a series of standard interactions that emphasize visual events. Our summary,
called the staticMMDB dataset, provides time stamps of frames and is a
structured annotation for the MMDB dataset.
4. We have conducted a user-study that demonstrates the difficulty of the
task and validates our claim that the staticMMDB dataset is as informative
for engagement prediction as the original MMDB dataset.
5. We predict a child’s engagement with a mean AUC of 0.76. This strongly
outperforms baselines and almost matches non-expert human performance
of 0.79. Our ranking of children by engagement strongly agrees with that of
an expert examiner (Spearman’s ρ = 0.45).
1.3.3 Vocabulary
Stage: Every video contains five stages: Greeting, Ball, Book, Hat, Tickle.
Each stage contains multiple interactions that occur in the same order in
every video. Every stage has been given an ease class by the examiner.
Stimulus: An action or a vocalization of the examiner. There are 22 such
points in each video. The stimuli are the same across videos. We will use a
frame from the camera facing the examiner to visualize stimuli.
Response: The child’s response to an examiner’s stimulus is represented by
a frame from the camera facing the child.
Interaction: A stimulus-response pair between an examiner and child.
There are 22 interactions in the staticMMDB dataset.
Ease-of-Engagement Class / Engagement Score: There are five ease
classes given by the examiner, one for each stage. The ease class represents
the ease-of-engagement of the child. We represent the ease score as a binary
{0, 1} score as is done in Figure 1.2. We will often refer to this as the
‘Engagement class’. This is the value we are predicting in our work.
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CHAPTER 2
PREDICTING CHILD ENGAGEMENT
AUTOMATICALLY
The MMDB dataset is different from traditionally researched datasets since
it captures natural reactions from a child. This makes it important to design
experimental procedures very carefully since mistakes in test-train splits,
evaluation metrics, and sampling can greatly effect results.
This chapter details our experimental framework and provides preliminary
results for the engagement prediction task. We expand on our methods,
limitations, and results in the next chapters.
2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Previous work on engagement prediction has focused on hand-crafted fea-
tures to predict a child’s engagement. These features include smiles [4], gaze
direction [4], and whether a child touched or pointed to an object ([4], [8]).
Such features are strongly dependent on the video’s clarity and suffer when
the child is occluded.
In contrast, we will use end-to-end learning techniques to predict engage-
ment. Engagement is a hard concept to define concretely since it presents
itself differently depending on the individual and the situation. End-to-end
learning is a useful method in that it learns features relevant to the task in
training.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the state-of-the-art end-to-end
methods for solving many computer vision problems. Since the introduction
of AlexNet [63] they have outperformed previous methodologies on multiple
traditional tasks ([64], [65], [66]). We apply neural networks to the problem
of engagement prediction for children in the MMDB dataset.
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Figure 2.1: The pipeline of our method. We extracted faces from every
frame in a two-stage process to improve the detector’s results. We used
Convolutional Neural Nets to predict engagement from the crops or to extract
features to represent the faces. We ran those features through a SVM to
predict engagement. We combined our predictions over all frames by voting
in order to provide a final engagement prediction for each child in every stage.
2.2 Preprocessing
Our method contains three steps (visualized in Figure 2.1): Preprocessing,
Learning, and Prediction. We extract faces from the frames in the videos
of the MMDB dataset. Cropped faces are then passed to a CNN. We either
use the engagement predictions made by the CNN or train a SVM to predict
engagement over the features learned by the CNN. These predictions are then
combined to predict the engagement of every child in each of the five stages.
We focus on the child’s face because facial expressions, vocalizations, and
gaze direction are of particular interest to examiners as outlined in their
evaluation form. We extend our work to include body and motion features
in Chapter 4 because a child reaching for an object, pointing to something,
and moving towards the examiner are useful when predicting engagement.
2.2.1 Face Detection
The majority of children in the data sit on a parent’s lap (Figure 1.4) making
it difficult to separate the child from the adult. We found that our face
detector often detected the parent’s face or failed to detect a face in the full
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frame. Because of that, we reduced the size of the frame to a crop centered
around the child before passing the example to our face detector.
For each child, we ran the frontal and profile Viola-Jones face detectors in
MATLAB on a subset of child-frames. If the algorithm detected more than
one face we filtered out detections that were too low in the frame (since the
children sit at a table), that had significant overlap with other detections,
or that had very small bounding boxes. If two unique faces remained in the
image, we selected the lowest face to represent the child (since the higher
face is that of the adult).
We then expanded the face detection window to a larger crop. In order
to extract crops for all the frames in the video we applied the Viola-Jones
detected crop to surrounding frames. For frames located between two Viola-
Jones detected crops we applied a weighted (based upon temporal distance)
average of the crop locations. We passed the crop from every frame through
the dlib face detector provided by [67] to extract a face. The face detector
either returned a face or the information that no face was found in the crop.
Examples of the faces can be seen in Figure 2.2. These images highlight the
difficulty of predicting engagement. It is important to note that engagement
and disengagement are often difficult to tell using only one action. Engaged
and disengaged children smile and look towards the examiner. Generally,
disengaged children tend to look down or away more than engaged children
but relying on one facial characteristic is limiting. Engagement can also
present itself differently in each child and in each activity. For example,
engagement looks very different in the ball and book stages. During the
ball stage children are much more enthusiastic than in the book stage even
though they can be engaged in both activities.
2.3 Learning
The second step in our process is to learn a method that predicts engagement.
2.3.1 Test-Train Split
We split our data into train and test sets based upon children. Since the
scores of children across frames and stages are correlated we did not include
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Figure 2.2: Examples of our face-crops for engaged (first row) and disengaged
(middle and third row) children. For each stage we show examples of the faces
detected for randomly selected children. There are empty boxes because the
detector reported that no faces were found in the frames of some disengaged
children. Note that engaged children tend to look up and to the left at the
examiner and smile. Highly disengaged children tend to look down or away
from the examiner and rarely smile. Moderately hard to engage children
(middle row) show both types of behavior making them much harder to
classify. Engagement can also take on different expressions depending on the
stage. For example, children in the Book stage are less likely to smile than
in the Tickle stage whether or not they are engaged.
the same child in training and testing. We do this because CNNs can learn the
identity of a child (as they are often designed to do) and simply predict the
child’s engagement based on their identity. This is feasible because children
tend to be engaged or disengaged during the entire assessment. Very few
children exhibit both behaviors (see Figure 1.7).
Furthermore, our goal is to create an automatic screener that can classify
a child’s engagement without prior knowledge of the child. Constructing
our test and train split based on children allows us to test for how well our
method generalizes to unseen children.
We split children into ten sets ensuring that every set contained at least one
disengaged child in every stage. Generally there is an equivalent distribution
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of engaged and disengaged children in all ten sets though the distribution
over stages can change greatly (as shown in Figure 1.6). We performed a
10-fold cross-validation; each fold used eight sets for training, one set for
validation, and one set for testing.
2.3.2 Learning on Features from a Pre-Trained Net
There has been substantial research on recognizing faces using CNNs. The
VGG Face network has state-of-the-art performance on face identification
[64]. We extracted features from the second-to-last layer of the pre-trained
VGG Face network to represent a child’s face. The VGG-Face descriptors are
computed using an implementation based on the VGG-Very-Deep-16 CNN
architecture as described in [64].
We normalized the feature representation and trained a 2-class SVM to
predict engagement from the features extracted from the CNN. We varied
the regularization coefficient by searching over values [0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100] for
each set of features. We selected the value that gave the best F1 performance
on the validation set. (In Chapter 4 we select the coefficient value using the
validation set’s best AUC score.)
2.4 Predictions
Our goal is to predict the binary engagement class for every child in each of
the five stages. By predicting the engagement of a child per-stage we can
make summary statements about a child’s overall engagement in the Rapid-
ABC that are comparable to those made by the examiner. Our methods
mirror those of the examiner because we want to provide results that can be
interpreted in the same way as the Rapid ABC.
Sum of Predictions over Frames
Children were given five engagement scores, one score per stage. We report
engagement as a 2-class problem as was done originally by the examiner
(Figure 1.2). The examiner first marks the child’s engagement as a tertiary
score but then collapses the two disengaged classes (score of 1 and 2) into
one class. We do the same.
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Class Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle µF1
Engaged 0.71 0.81 0.77 0.90 0.89 0.81
Disengaged 0.22 0.13 0.35 0.39 0.41 0.30
Table 2.1: The results of our initial method per-stage. If no face was detected
for an entire stage (this happend in 33 of the 490 cases) we marked the stage
as ‘no-prediction’ for that child. We report F1 results when the examples with
‘no-prediction’ are not included in the evaluation. The F1 score for engaged
children is on top, the F1 score for disengaged children is on bottom.
We report our method’s performance based upon votes over the predic-
tions for a child in every stage. For each stage, S, the SVM predicted the
engagement class for the faces passed to the CNN, f . We summed over all the
predictions in a stage to make the final prediction of engaged or disengaged
for that stage,
yˆS =
∑
f∈S
f (2.1)
2.5 Initial Results
We use the F1 score to report our results. The F1 score ∈ [0, 1] captures
the method’s performance using both precision and recall F1 = 2× p r
p+r
. We
report the performance on each class (engaged and disengaged) separately
because of the dataset’s bias and because it is most important to identify
low-engagement children since disengagement can be clinically significant.
For every child we report engagement per-stage. Our predictions were
evaluated per-split and averages across splits are reported in Table 4.2. For
some children, the face detector reported that no faces were found in an
entire stage. We report our results ignoring the cases for which we do not
have a prediction (no face was found). A more detailed analysis of missing
faces and an exploration of how to address them is in Chapter 4.
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2.6 Next Steps
In the next chapters we make modifications to improve the performance of
our fully-automatic method.
1 Effect of focusing on certain key interactions in the MMDB dataset.
In Chapter 3 we show that there are specific keyframes in the video
that can be used to predict engagement. This helps us summarize the
extensive MMDB dataset and remove unnecessary video. We also show
how well people perform at the task of engagement prediction.
2 Effect of face detector errors on engagement prediction.
In Chapter 4 we improve the performance of the face detector and are
able to predict the engagement of more children with no change in
prediction accuracy.
3 Using different features and alternate training regimes.
In Chapter 4 we include different methods of expression analysis like
motion features that capture dynamic information about the interac-
tion. The addition of these features improves results and highlights
that different features are good for certain stages. We also explore
architectures using fine-tuning and end-to-end learning for predicting
engagement. End-to-end learning methods using shallow nets outper-
form other architectures.
4 Using alternate scoring for summary predictions and different evalua-
tion metrics.
In Chapter 4 we treat the output of the classifiers as a probability when
predicting engagement. We report results that evaluate our method’s
ability to rank children by engagement.
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CHAPTER 3
KEYFRAMES THAT CAPTURE
ENGAGEMENT
The Rapid ABC assessment is structured so that the examiner prompts a
child for a reaction using specific speech and actions. The examiner imme-
diately evaluates the child according to his reactions to that stimulus. Her
assessment of the child is conducted in real-time and depends on the inter-
actions outlined in her script (see Figure 1.2). The original MMDB dataset
contains a large amount of additional video data that does not reflect the
assessment. For example, some children throw the ball off the table causing a
lot of time in the video to be of the examiner leaving the table to retrieve the
ball. For every subject, the times at which interactions occur and how long
they last varies. The speech, gaze, and action annotations provided with the
original MMDB dataset are rich but do not all correspond to visual events.
Our goal is to summarize the MMDB Dataset so that visually important
interactions are highlighted. We label the videos in the MMDB dataset
so that every important visual interaction (when an examiner prompts a
child) is represented by a stimulus and a response. Our resulting dataset,
the staticMMDB dataset, supplements the original dataset and is comprised
of time-stamps that identify important interaction frames. Our dataset still
encapsulates the hard aspects of the full video data and removes distractions.
Even though we select frames to represent the video we still retain the ability
to compute video features. It is easy to extract video data surrounding those
frames to use for experimentation.
3.1 Making the staticMMDB Dataset
The original MMDB dataset contains a lot of extraneous video, and our
summarization removes unnecessary noise while preserving the structure of
the assessment. The reduced dataset we created is still a very hard dataset.
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Greet Hat TickleBookBall
Interaction pair
{stimulus, response}
Labels
staticMMDB Labels
{ sball, cball }
Stimulus
Response
{ sbook, cbook }
Stimulus
Response
Engagement score, sstage
Ease class, cstage
Video stages
Figure 3.1: The original MMDB dataset contains videos of scripted inter-
actions with children that are broken into five stages. During each stage,
the examiner scores the engagement of the child. We have created the stat-
icMMDB dataset by capturing the most important interactions during the
assessment. We extracted frames to represent the stimulus-response nature
of each interaction.
We labeled the original dataset to create a more concise representation of the
two-person interactions occurring in the videos. For each video we selected
frames to represent key interactions between the examiner and child.
The decisions we made when selecting interactions were based on the orig-
inal dataset’s annotations. We chose examiner speech and motion cues that
would elicit visual responses from the child. We identified 22 stimuli in the
examination that represent the most significant examiner prompts (seen in
Figure 3.2) that occurred in every video we were provided.
For each video we use two camera angles: the camera positioned behind
the child and the camera positioned behind the examiner (see Figure 3.2).
We will call frames from the camera positioned behind the examiner ‘child-
frames’ because they are focused on the child. In a child-frame, the child
and the adult holding the child are in the middle of the frame. The back of
the examiner is also visible in the child-frame so that the frame captures the
whole interaction. An ‘examiner-frame’ is focused on the examiner with part
of the child’s back visible.
The examiner-frame was automatically extracted at the start of a stimu-
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Stimulus
Response
Interaction title
5 Stages
Greet
Ball
Book
Hat
Tickle
Greeting Play with new toys Look at my ball Ready, set, ... Ball turn Ball return Ready, set, ... Ball turn
Ball return Ready, set, ... Ball turn Ball return Book present Book turn Book play Where is the book?
It’s a hat!
It’s on my head! Gonna get you Tickle tickle tickle Gonna get you Tickle tickle tickle Tickle tickle tickle
Example annotated sequence from staticMMBD
Figure 3.2: This is an example of the annotated sequence for one video in the
staticMMDB dataset. Each stimulus-response pair represents one interaction.
The color of the line under the interaction represents the stage in which the
interaction occurred. The title of the interaction is the action of the examiner
or the speech of the examiner that serves as the stimulus. The examiner-
frame chosen to represent a stimulus is the first frame in the video labeled
as a specific stimulus. The child-frame was selected within 10 seconds of the
examiner’s stimulus. More examples like this can be found in the Appendix.
lus and the child-frame was selected to capture the child’s response to the
examiner’s prompt. To find an accurate portrayal of the child’s response
around an interaction, we sampled a number of frames for 10 seconds after
the examiner-frame. A human labeler looked at the subset of frames and
chose the one that best described the child’s interaction. There were 22 child
frames selected for each video corresponding to the 22 examiner frames that
were automatically extracted. We used 98 subjects and their corresponding
engagement scores for our experiments.
3.1.1 Stimulus Selection
When making the staticMMDB dataset, we wanted the examiner’s speech
and actions to be identical across the videos we used. Every video in the
original MMDB dataset has been annotated with 11 elements (seen in Figure
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1.1) [4]. We focused on visually interesting actions like the child’s gestures
(reaching, pointing) and the child’s gaze direction (at the examiner, the book,
the ball).Of the videos given to us we chose the 98 videos with identical speech
cues. For example, we excluded videos that used ‘one, two, three’ instead
of ‘ready, set, go’ in the ball phase. We also chose to use videos for which
the cannon cameras had been annotated. This was to ensure the same view
direction and resolution between subjects.
The MMDB dataset contains a plethora of annotations that do not all cor-
respond to visually interesting events. In order to create the staticMMDB
dataset we selected key interactions by dropping some annotations, consol-
idating others, and creating new annotations to capture important instances.
Dropping Annotations
We used the five stages listed in the engagement evaluation form excluding
‘name s’ and ‘name f’. We used the annotations in speech e cv, ball book cv,
and present play cv as stimuli since these are scripted and identical across
videos. Speech and actions that were not the same across videos were not
used. For example, ‘can you turn the page?’, occurs during the book stage
and the examiner asks the child to turn the page of the book. This speech
cue can be repeated up to three times depending on the child’s initial reac-
tion making it different in each video. The final list of stimuli we used is in
Table 3.1.
Annotation Consolidation
We do not include all speech and actions of the examiner because they may
fall immediately after each other; for example, saying ‘go!’ and passing the
ball to the child have been consolidated into the stimulus ‘ball turn e’. Gener-
ally, if two examiner prompts occurred within a few seconds of each other (or
simultaneously) in most videos we picked one to represent the overlapping
group. We tried to pick the first stimulus in the group though this some-
times varied very slightly between videos and so we selected to the best of our
ability. By grouping overlapping stimuli we avoided having too few response
frames to choose from and we avoided having very similar stimulus-response
pairs.
New Annotations
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Stimulus Original
stages cv: greeting x
speech e cv: play with new toys x
speech e cv: look at my ball x
speech e cv: ready, set, 1 x
ball book cv: ball turn e1 x
ball book cv: ball return 1
speech e cv: ready, set, 2 x
ball book cv: ball turn e 2 x
ball book cv: ball return 2
speech e cv: ready, set, 3 x
ball book cv: ball turn e3 x
ball book cv: ball return 3
present play cv: book present x
ball book cv: book turn e x
present play cv: book play x
speech e cv: where is the book? x
speech e cv: it’s a hat! it’s on my head x
speech e cv: gonna get you 1 x
speech e cv: tickle tickle tickle 1 x
speech e cv: gonna get you 2 x
speech e cv: tickle tickle tickle 2 x
speech e cv: tickle tickle tickle 3 x
Table 3.1: The final 22 stimuli we use in making the staticMMDB dataset.
We denote whether a stimulus was present in the original MMDB dataset
(x) or whether we created it (no x) . A stimulus has a number appended
if it occurred more than once in the video. It is important to distinguish
between occurrences of certain actions since children can respond differently
each time they are prompted.
We also created three new stimuli by breaking the provided stimuli into
two. We split ‘ball turn e’ into two stimuli (‘ball turn e’ and ‘ball return e’)
to capture the pass to the child and the return from the child separately.
Since this action occurs three times in the video we had to create three new
instances. We did this by splitting the time block for ‘ball turn e’ into two
equally sized time blocks.
Some stimuli (such as ‘ready set ...’ and ‘tickle tickle tickle’) occur multiple
times throughout the video. It is important to distinguish between each
instance of the same stimulus because children will react differently every
time. For example, ‘tickle tickle tickle’ is repeated three times and children’s
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reactions escalate throughout the video because they know what to expect
after the first instance. Similarly, ‘ready set ...’ is followed by ‘ball turn e’
(which represents the phrase ‘go!’ and ‘ball turn e’) three times. On the
last ‘ready set ...’ the examiner waits a few seconds before releasing the
ball to the child. In this case both the stimulus and reaction are different
highlighting the need for stimuli with the same speech to be unique.
3.1.2 Response Selection
After selecting the 22 stimuli we extracted the examiner frame at the start of
the stimulus to represent the response. The original MMDB dataset provides
timestamps corresponding to the start of each stimulus. We showed a labeler
child-frames that occurred in the 10 seconds after the examiner’s stimulus.
If a new stimulus started before 10 seconds had elapsed we truncated the 10
seconds so that the child’s response would not overlap with a new stimulus.
We showed the labeler 15 frames from the first 5 seconds and 5 frames
from the second 5 seconds for each response. The labeler then picked the
child frame that best captured the child’s response to the stimulus. Many of
the labelling decisions made were motivated by the data itself. For example,
if the examiner asked “look at my ball” and 10 of the 11 frames showed the
child looking down, and only 1 frame where the child looked up, the labeler
chose a frame with the child looking down.
The labeler also made the decision to be consistent among videos for which
frames he chose to represent certain scenes. For example, if the examiner said,
“catch the ball!”, resulting frames showed a child looking in anticipation,
reaching their hands out, and finally holding the ball. In these scenarios, the
labeler chose a specific frame for each child that behaved in the same way.
For example, in the case of the ball being passed, he chose the frame with
the child holding the ball. This made sure that children that performed the
same interactions were indeed represented in the same way in our resulting
frames.
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3.2 User Study
We claim that our dataset is a cleaner version of the original dataset that
captures the same information with less noise. Our goal is to compare the
performance of the two sources (the original MMDB’s video clips and our
staticMMDB’s set-of-frames) in order to verify that the staticMMDB dataset
is as informative as the original MMDB dataset. We conducted a user study
(the IRB approval form for this study can be found in the Appendix) to test
whether subjects could accurately predict a child’s engagement in an activity
from clips of video (the original MMDB) and from frames of video (our stat-
icMMDB). We showed subjects examples from our staticMMDB frames and
from the whole video provided by the MMDB dataset. We found that sub-
jects performed equally when predicting engagement from frames and from
video. This confirms our hypothesis that our selected time-indices capture
the information important in making the decision of if a child is engaged.
Furthermore, our user study indicates how well a non-expert person can
match the gold-standard engagement scores provided by expert examiners
(see Figure 1.2). The subjects in our study did very well at identifying en-
gaged children but had difficulty identifying disengaged children highlighting
the difficultly of this task.
In summary, our study addresses the following research questions:
RQ1 Can people predict a child’s engagement using the video or the frames
of a child interacting with an examiner in the Rapid-ABC Assessment?
Our user study shows that people perform well when identifying en-
gaged children but struggle to identify disengaged children. This is
true when they are viewing frames and when they are viewing videos
of the interactions.
RQ2 How does human performance on engagement prediction compare be-
tween viewing frames and viewing video?
Our user study shows that people perform comparably when viewing
frames and when viewing videos to predict engagement. We test the hy-
pothesis of equivalence using the p-value of the Kolmogorov - Smirnov
test on their F1 performance.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of the screens that would be shown to a subject during
our user study. On the top is a screen-shot of a video from the Greeting stage.
Subjects were asked to watch the video (without sound) and then decide
whether the child in the video was engaged. On the bottom is a screen-shot
of the set-of-frames from the Greeting stage. Subjects were again asked to
decide if the child was engaged. Each subject was shown a set-of-frames and
videos from different children and from different engagement classes.
3.2.1 Method
Subjects
We recruited subjects from the graduate student computer science popula-
tion at the University of Illinois. Specifically, we emailed subjects in the
Artificial Intelligence and Human-Computer Interaction groups to ask for
their participation. The 23 subjects who agreed to participate in our study
were of varying age, gender, nationality, and had different experiences with
children and with the MMDB dataset.
We randomly split our 23 subjects into three groups, two with 8 subjects
and one group with 7 subjects. Subjects in a group were shown identical
examples for evaluation. Examples were not shared across groups.
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Data
We collected examples of disengaged and engaged children for each of the five
stages. An example was either a video clip of the entire stage as provided
by the MMDB dataset or a set-of-frames from the stage as provided by the
staticMMDB dataset. These video clips could range from about 7 seconds (a
Greeting video) up to 3 minutes (a Ball video) depending on the stage and
the child. No audio data was provided. The set-of-frames examples shown
contained the annotated frames in the staticMMDB dataset. There were 2
frames shown for the Greet stage, 10 for Ball, 3 for Book, 2 for Hat, and 5
for Tickle. Please see Figure 3.3 for examples of the information shown to
subjects.
For every stage a subject was shown 9 video examples and 9 sets-of-frames
examples1. Subjects were not shown videos and frames from the same child.
Six of the nine examples were children who scored a ‘0’ (engaged), two of
them scored a ‘1’ (disengaged) and one child who scored a ‘2’ (disengaged).
Subjects were given examples of disengaged/engaged frames and videos be-
fore making their own predictions in order to train them on the task. They
were told that engagement is determined by a number of factors including
eye gaze direction, gestures, and reciprocity.
Deployment
The study was divided across five days: one day for every stage (Greet,
Ball, Book, Hat, Tickle). The dataset contained 88 children with very few
disengaged children. We spread the study across multiple days in order to
prevent subjects from remembering the behavior of a child across stages since
they could potentially see the same child twice. We also wanted subjects to
consider each stage independently of other stages as to not expect the same
enthusiasm a child may show for a ball in the Greeting stage.
On each day the subject was trained for the specific stage before annotating
examples. The experiment was conducted in an office setting with as few
distractions as possible. Subjects were not allowed to re-annotate or skip
any examples. The annotation process took between 5-10 minutes each day.
1For the Hat stage users were only shown 8 video and 8 frame examples. This is because
of how few disengaged children there were in this stage.
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3.2.2 Results
We evaluate our results using two metrics: a class confusion matrix and
F1 scores. We found that subjects were very accurate when predicting the
engagement of engaged children and struggled when predicting that of dis-
engaged children. Their performance when seeing videos and seeing frames
was comparable.
Evaluation Metrics
Class Confusion Matrices
We report the raw performance of our subjects using a class confusion ma-
trix. For each matrix the number of examples that were truly engaged and
predicted to be engaged is reported in the upper left-hand corner. The num-
ber of truly disengaged examples predicted to be disengaged is in the bottom
right-hand corner. The off-diagonals are counts of the mistakes made: true
engagement being predicted as disengagement (top right-hand) and true dis-
engagement being predicted as engagement (bottom left-hand).
F1 Score
We summarize our subjects’ performance by reporting the F1 score. The F1
score ∈ [0, 1] captures the method’s performance using both precision and
recall F1 = 2× p r
p+r
. To report the F1 score for the disengaged class we treated
disengagement as the positive class and computed the precision and recall
for that class. We did the same for the engaged children. The performance
on the engaged children and disengaged children per stage, can be seen in
Figure 3.5.
Research Questions
RQ1: Engagement Prediction
Subjects were very good at correctly identifying engaged children as shown
in the class confusion matrices in Figure 3.4. They did not do as well when
predicting disengaged children. Engagement can represent itself subtly and
can vary greatly between children. For certain activities, like greeting a per-
son, it is much more obvious what cues to look for when making the decision
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Figure 3.4: Class-confusion matrices of non-expert human performance for
the set-of-frames (top row) and video (bottom row) predictions for all exam-
ples. Subjects were very good at identifying engaged children (E) using both
frames and videos for all stages. They were not as precise when identifying
disengaged children (D) especially in the Book and Tickle stages. We use the
examiner’s label (given in the evaluation form seen in Figure 1.2) as ground
truth.
(waving, eye contact). When engaging in a book however, it can be much
more difficult to see if the child is interested and participating. Another par-
ticularly difficult stage for subjects was the Hat stage since very few children
were disengaged (see Figure 1.6 for statistics). All children in our dataset
made eye-contact with the examiner during the Hat stage but it was not
enough to decisively determine that the child was engaged.
RQ2: Video vs. Frames
There is little performance difference when seeing videos (the original MMDB
dataset) and our selected frames (the staticMMDB dataset). This supports
our claim that the staticMMDB dataset is a useful summary of the MMDB
dataset since it captures the important engagement information with far less
data. We report the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test’s p-value above every frame-
video comparison. This test assumes that the examples (frame predictions
and video predictions) are sampled from the same distribution. A p-value
below a certain threshold (commonly p ≤ 0.05) would lead to the rejection
of the null hypothesis. Using that threshold, our hypothesis is not rejected
for all our comparisons.
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Figure 3.5: For every stage we compare the F1 score of non-expert people
when predicting the engagement for engaged children and disengaged chil-
dren. There is very little performance difference when seeing videos and
sets-of-frames (with the exception of disengaged children in the Book stage).
This supports the fact that the staticMMDB dataset captures the important
information for predicting engagement in a much smaller dataset. We report
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test’s p-value above the two bars being compared.
For example, the p-value when comparing the similarity of disengaged chil-
dren’s video and frames in the Tickle stage is 0.96.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPLORING VARIANT METHODS
The fully automatic method in Chapter 2 can be improved by addressing
its assumptions and limitations. We assumed that all frames in the video
should be weighted equally when voting for engagement but the user study
in Chapter 3 showed that the same information could be found in a subset of
frames. In this chapter we show that using that subset of frames (instead of
the entire MMDB) when voting improves performance. We also improve the
performance of the face detector so that we can learn and test on a greater
number of examples. We find that the face detector’s inability to find a face
in a frame is actually a strong cue for disengagement. We expand the features
we consider from the face to the entire body and include motion features to
capture the dynamic nature of the task. We use end-to-end learning methods
by training CNNs on our data rather than using pre-trained networks. These
modifications improve performance resulting in a mean AUC of 0.76 and a
Spearman’s ρ of 0.45. The experiments and results are discussed below.
4.1 Predicting on the staticMMDB
The fully automatic engagement prediction method in Chapter 2 considers
all frames in the video equally when deciding if a child is engaged or disen-
gaged. This does not reflect the examiner’s assessment since she makes her
decisions by considering the child’s reaction to specific stimuli which occur
periodically (see Figure 1.2). The examiner does not consider every second
of the child’s behavior when making her decision and neither should we. In
Chapter 3 we extracted keyframes that highlight visually important inter-
actions. We then verified that they were just as informative to non-expert
people when deciding that a child is engaged (Chapter 3). People are able
to extract important interactions from a video thereby weighting the occur-
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rences differently over time. We intend to simulate the examiner’s process
with our method by voting over the frames at (or around) important inter-
actions instead of considering all frames equally.
4.1.1 Method
Learning
When making predictions using the keyframes in the staticMMDB we train
the CNNs identically to when predicting on the full MMDB. Since CNNs
have millions of parameters, they require large amounts of training data to
avoid overfitting. We train on the full video provided in the MMDB dataset
instead of the 22 interactions in the staticMMDB dataset. This introduces
noise and unnecessary data but cannot be helped. It is necessary because
we have data for a small number of subjects. We work with the 98 children
that we were provided, the majority of whom are engaged (see Chapter 1 for
more demographics).
Prediction
The staticMMDB contains a set number of annotated frames in every stage
(the Book stage has 3 frames for example). When predicting a child’s ease-
of-engagement in a stage, we only vote over annotated frames rather than
on all frames. If the face detector reported that no face was found for a
specific annotated frame we replaced it with a frame that had a detection
and that occurred within 2 seconds (60 frames) of the annotation. If no face
was detected within 2 seconds of the keyframe we did not include the frame
in our voting.
To verify that the keyframes improve the performace of our method we re-
port our results from the experiment in Chapter 2 using three voting methods.
The first is voting over all the frames in the MMDB as done before (results
reported as ‘all’). The next is to vote over the 22 keyframes highlighted in
the staticMMDB dataset (results reported as ‘22’). The third is to vote over
all frames within two seconds of the keyframe. For example, in the Ball stage
(which has 10 keyframes), we vote over 600 frames to make our final decision.
The video is sampled at 30 frames-a-second and we vote over the 2 seconds
of video that occur after a stimulus (results reported as ‘2s’).
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4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics
Identifying children who are disengaged is the primary concern for clini-
cians. Engagement is somewhat subjective and children on the border of
engaged/disengaged are difficult to label. Therefore, we frame engagement
prediction as a ranking task so that our method simply needs to determine
if a child is more engaged than another. This brings attention to children
requiring the most clinical attention first.
AUC: We report the performance of our methods using the Area Under
the Receiver-Operating-Characteristic (AUC) which reflects the false positive
and true positive rates of the disengaged class. The AUC is a cost function
that relates a prediction to all other predictions in the way a ranker would.
We want disengaged children to score higher than all engaged children.
We compute the AUC for each of our ten train-test splits and report a
weighted average AUC in our results. We weight the average AUC by the
number of test examples in the split since eight splits had 10 test examples
and two splits had 9 test examples. We report five AUC scores, one for each
stage. Every child is given an ease-of-engagement classification by the exam-
iner in each stage. We evaluate children by individual stages to reflect the
examiner’s original evaluation.
Engagement Rank: In order to evaluate how well our methods predict
the overall engagement of a child we report a ranking of children based on
the sum of their per-stage predictions. A child is given a true binary score of
0-engaged or 1-disengaged during each of the five stages. The sum of scores
in the five stages provides a total score for the child and a ranking of children
from most-engaged (a total score of 0) to least engaged (a total score of 5).
We measure our method’s agreement with the ranking given by examiners
using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient measures the degree of association between two rankings. It is
Pearson’s coefficient applied to rankings and is in [−1, 1].
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Figure 4.1: The results of voting over the full MMDB or the important
keyframes in the staticMMDB for (top) engaged and (bottom) disengaged
children. We either voted over ‘all’ frames, the ‘22’ keyframes, or the ‘2s’
(seconds) around the keyframes. The performance when predicting disen-
gagement was noticeably improved when we voted using the ‘22’ keyframes.
The performance on engaged children was slightly hindered but not signif-
icantly. The mean F1 over the ten splits and the standard error over the
mean is reported.
4.1.3 Results
We predicted the engagement for all frames using an SVM trained on the
features learned by the VGG-Face CNN outlined in Chapter 2. To make the
final prediction for a child in a stage the method voted over the 22 keyframes,
the 2 seconds of frames around the 22 keyframes, and all frames in the video.
There were instances where no face was detected in the keyframes of the
stage. For the sake of this comparison we only compare the performance
of methods for examples where a face was detected in at least one of the
keyframes of the stage.
Voting over the 22 keyframes (or the 2 seconds around those keyframes) im-
proves our methods performance when predicting disengagement (see Figure
4.1). It does not significantly change the method’s performance on predicting
engagement. This shows that there are certain frames and interactions in the
video that are more informative than the entire video. This reinforces the
belief that the examiner makes her evaluations based upon specific interac-
tions and not the entire assessment. We will vote over the 22 keyframes in
the rest of this chapter unless we report otherwise.
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{ sball, cball }
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Response
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Figure 4.2: The staticMMDB dataset contains 22 keyframes per-child. We
extracted faces for each of the 22 frames using a Viola-Jones detector and
manually corrected mistakes. We then expanded the faces and created face
crops. We applied the face crops found in the 22 keyframes to all neighboring
frames in th MMDB video.
4.2 Improving Face Detection and Cues for
Disengagement
The preprocessing method in Chapter 2 depends on the success of the Viola
Jones detector on 22 of the frames in every video. We use those 22 Viola-
Jones detections to crop all the video’s frames before passing them to the dlib
face detector. The performance of the Viola Jones detector is a bottle-neck
for the number of faces our dlib detector can find. In this section we build a
proxy for a perfect Viola-Jones face detector by manually correcting the 22
detections in each video. The manually corrected face boxes are part of the
staticMMDB and accompany the 22 keyframes in each video.
4.2.1 Improving Face Detection
We ran the Viola Jones face detector over the 22 keyframes in the staticM-
MDB. The face detections were manually checked and corrected to ensure
that a child face had been identified. This ensured that for every child we
had 22 frames with a correct face detection. We then expanded the 22 face-
detections to a crop that included the child’s face as done in Chapter 2 and
as visualized in Figure 4.2. The 22 Viola-Jones detected crops were then ap-
plied to all neighboring frames so that each frame in the MMDB was cropped
more closely to the child’s face. We ran these crops through the dlib face de-
tector and they greatly increased the number of examples in which a face was
detected. Previously, when no manual correction was made to the 22 Viola-
Jones detections there were 33 examples (98 children with 5 stages makes 490
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Figure 4.3: The faces found in the fully-automatic method (Chapter 2) are
equally informative at predicting engagement as those found when 22 cor-
rected faces are provided with the data. This graph shows the performance
of the two methods on both engaged (top) and disengaged (bottom) children
across the five stages. The mean F1 performance and standard error of the
10-fold cross validation is shown. These results were computed by summing
over all frame’s predictions made by the SVM trained on the features from
the VGG-Face network.
examples in total) where no frames in the MMDB stage had faces detected
(88 examples had no staticMMDB keyframes with detected faces). After the
manual correction to the 22 Viola-Jones detections there were 20 examples
were no frames in the MMDB stage had faces detected (24 examples had no
staticMMDB keyframes with detected faces).
By manually correcting 22 face-detections in every video we were able to
greatly increase the number of children we could include in our experiments.
This modification did not affect the accuracy of the results as shown in Figure
4.3. In this experiment we compared the F1 scores of the predictions made on
engaged and disengaged children. We found that the improvements made to
the preprocessing step only affected the number of children for whom we could
make predictions and not the quality of the predictions. For this experiment
we only compared the performance of the two methods on examples for which
they both had faces detected. We use the corrected face-detector method in
the rest of this chapter.
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4.2.2 Cues for Disengagement
The dlib face detector reported that no face was found in 43% of the crops.
The face detector either detected a face in the image or reported that no
face was detected. We found that if no face was detected in a frame then
the frame was most likely of a disengaged child. Figure 4.4 shows the strong
relationship between the detections and disengagement. A visualization of
the types of frames in which no face was detected is in Figure 4.5.
There were twelve children (of both engagement types) for whom the de-
tector reported that no face was found in the keyframes of a stage. In 11 of
those cases no face was detected in the Hat and/or Tickle stages. The Hat
stage is relatively short and children often block their faces when pointing
to the book on the examiner’s head. During the Tickle stage children often
run away from the examiner, turn away, or hide themselves to avoid being
tickled. These 12 children were of both engagement types but there were
a higher percentage of missing disengaged children than engaged children.
The probability that a child was disengaged in any stage was 0.24. The
probability that the child was disengaged conditioned on the face detector
not detecting a face in the keyframes of a stage was 0.54. For this reason,
when a child did not have any frames in a particular stage, we predicted that
the child was disengaged.
Using the results from an SVM trained on VGG-Face features (with the
corrected face detector and voting over 22 keyframes) we labeled all stages
for which we did not have any predictions as disengaged. This alone greatly
improved the performance of our method as shown below (evaluated with
AUC):
Method No Prediction Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle µAUC
Person 0.83 0.90 0.56 0.73 0.90 0.79
VGGFace Ignore 0.59 0.72 0.62 0.61 0.65 0.64
VGGFace Incorrect 0.56 0.72 0.54 0.35 0.47 0.53
VGGFace Disengaged 0.59 0.72 0.64 0.74 0.70 0.68
Table 4.1: For some children, no face is returned by the detector in the
keyframes of a stage. This leads to there being no prediction for that child
in that stage. This table shows the results when those cases are ignored,
marked incorrect (most severe penalty), or marked as disengaged.
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Figure 4.4: For every child we computed the percentage of frames that did not
have a face identified in them. We plotted the engagement of the examples
by the mean percentage of faces detected. Faces of strongly disengaged chil-
dren were detected less often than those of engaged or moderately-disengaged
children. This shows that failing to detect a face is a strong cue for disen-
gagement.
4.3 Training CNNs to Predict Engagement
In this section we detail the various CNNs we trained to predict engagement
using different features and CNN architectures.
4.3.1 Deep CNNs
We first extracted features using the VGG Face network [64] to represent a
child’s face from a network trained on a facial recognition task. We then fine-
tuned the VGG Network parameters to predict the engagement of children.
Though this network has been very successful in identifying adults it does
not align well with our task of distinguishing the engagement of children
independent of their identity. We attempted to train a VGG net on our data
but had issues with capacity since the network overfit to the training data
and did not generalize to the validation set. We assumed this was due to
the fact that we only had 80 unique subjects with highly redundant images
due to the high sampling rate. The networks also used a small number of
disengaged children because of the dataset’s distribution (seen in Figure 1.6).
We balanced our disengaged and engaged data by duplicating the disengaged
examples fed to the network.
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Figure 4.5: The face detector found a face in 57% of frames. In 18% of those
cases the face was occluded (first row) or the child moved (second row). We
provided a bad crop (center bottom) in 15% of cases and the detector failed
(bottom row) in the rest.
4.3.2 Shallow CNN
To avoid using a very deep network that could over-fit on children’s identi-
ties we instead trained a smaller network on our data. We used the network
presented by Khorrami et al. [1]; this network was designed to classify eight
emotions (including happy, sad, angry, fear) from human face crops. We
made modifications to this network to improve our performance and found
that the smaller net outperformed very deep networks on our data.
Khorrami Modifications: The network contains three convolutional lay-
ers and two fully-connected layers. The first fully-connected layer has 300
output units and a ReLU nonlinearity. The second fully-connected layer has
10 output units and a softmax nonlinearity. A visualization of this network is
in Figure 4.6. We modified the second fully-connected layer to have 3 output
units (one for each level of engagement before binarization).
We added a dropout layer before the last fully-connected layer in Khor-
rami’s network in order to improve our method’s performance on the valida-
tion set. Dropout was useful in training using face-crops but did not assist
with the body-crops. For the body and motion crop predictions we added
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Figure 4.6: The network described in [1]. We added a dropout layer to this
network before the last fully connected layer in order to avoid overfitting
when training on our face data. We added batch normalization layers after
the convolutional layers when using body and motion data.
batch-normalization layers after the convolutional layers.
We trained the network using our RGB-data and we used the output from
the softmax layer for prediction. We chose the best epoch for early stopping
using the net’s performance on the validation set. In addition to the network’s
engagement predictions we also used the 300-dimensional output from the
first fully-connected layer to train a SVM for predicting engagement.
4.4 Body and Motion Features
Faces are a very useful cue when predicting engagement in stages that eval-
uate the child’s interaction with the examiner. In the Greeting stage, for
example, a child is expected to respond to the examiner by smiling and by
making eye contact. Other stages, such as Ball and Book, rely on gross body
movements and interaction with an object for evaluation. A child is expected
to engage with the ball or book in those stages and looking at the child’s
body and face can provide useful cues for predicting engagement.
As with faces, there is no specific pose or action that indicates engagement.
There are some more obvious postures that can indicate engagement like
pointing or reaching but they are not a guarantee. During the Greeting
stage for example, an engaged child may or may not wave.
Motion can be informative but it can also disguise disengagement. In the
Tickle stage for example, both highly engaged and disengaged children move
a lot. Engaged children tend to interact with the examiner and disengaged
children may try to wriggle free from their parent. Though motion can be a
very useful cue in certain stages it is not always a cue for engagement. In the
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Figure 4.7: Examples of our body- and motion-features for engaged (first
row) and disengaged (middle and third row) children. For each stage we
show examples from the 22 staticMMDB key frames for randomly selected
children. No faces were detected in the 22 annotated frames for children
of disengagement 2 in the ’Hat’ stage so we could not extract their bodies.
Using the whole body as a signal helps our performance on most stages
since engagement with an object and pointing/reaching are important cues.
Motion can be a very informative but it can also disguise disengagement. In
the ‘Tickle’ stage for example, an engaged child is likely to try to get away
from the examiner or tickle her back. A disengaged child is likely to be still
but can also try to get away from the activity.
Ball stage, if a child is moving a lot it is most likely because he is interacting
with the examiner and the ball. If a child is moving a lot during the Greeting
stage however, he is most likely not paying attention to the examiner.
Body & Motion Features
For each face detected by the dlib face detector [67] we extracted a crop that
included the body as well. We expanded the face-crop to have twice the
width and 2.5 times the height of the face-crop to capture the child’s body.
Examples of body crops can be seen in Figure 4.7.
In order to capture the dynamics of the interactions we extracted gross
motion features. For every frame we extracted Optical Flow features [68] to
represent a child’s body. These features capture the changes between neigh-
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boring frames to represent movement. They can be visualized as an RGB
image and examples of Motion Crops can be seen in Figure 4.7.
Predicting Engagement using Body & Motion Features
We trained the VGG-m network outlined in [69] and modified Khorrami
networks on body crops and motion crops separately. We found that the
smaller networks performed best for body crops. We predicted engagement
from body crops or motion features by voting over the predictions of the
CNNs or by voting over the predictions of a SVM trained on features learned
by the CNN as done previously.
We found which methods perform best for faces, bodies, and motion fea-
tures using the validation sets. We chose the Khorrami net for faces since
it had the highest mean AUC across stages on the validation set. We chose
the Khorrami net with batch normalization for the body and motion crops
for similar reasons. We concatenated the feature vectors of the three best-
performing methods and trained a SVM to predict engagement on them.
Product of Probabilities over Frames
We utilized both the classification made by the SVM and the scores produced
by the SVM for predicting engagement. We normalized the SVM output by
fitting a sigmoid over the scores. This allowed us to treat the SVM values
as probabilities and multiply them together when using multiple frames to
predict the engagement of a child in a stage. We take the product of the
probabilities extracted from the sigmoid function as seen in Equation 4.1:
P (f) =
1
1 + e(Af+B)
, yˆS =
∏
f∈S
P (f) (4.1)
Where f are the frames in stage S. The product of probabilities will
quickly go to zero (the value for an engaged child) if there is one frame that
is confident that the child was engaged in the stage. This is advantageous
because the examiner’s goal throughout the assessment is to engage the child,
any sign of engagement indicates an engaged child.
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Figure 4.8: The best method to use depends greatly on which stage is in
consideration. We have sampled some of the results in Table 4.2 to show
that the feature type used (face, body, motion, all three) greatly affects the
performance of the system. Face features perform best during the Greeting (a
stage dependent on smiles and eye contact) and motion features outperform
the other features in Ball and Tickle (two stages dependent on movement).
A combination of features works best in Book and Hat.
4.5 Results & Discussion
In this section we will reference the results presented in Table 4.2 to compare
our methods and discuss our findings.
4.5.1 Best Method Depends on Stage
The performance in every stage depends greatly on the features used in pre-
diction, see Figure 4.8. Face features perform strongly in the Greeting stage
which largely involves the child vocalizing, smiling, or looking at the exam-
iner. The Ball and Tickle stages rely on motion and body features since
the child’s engagement with an object or examiner is more physical in these
interactions. A combination of features is best for the Book and Hat stages
which depend on smiling, vocalizations, and pointing.
Greeting Stage: The greeting stage is best predicted by face features as
detailed in Table 4.2. We predict engagement with an AUC of 0.72 which
approaches human performance at 0.83. Body and motion features did not
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Table 4.2: AUC results for the best models (chosen by overall performance
on validation, see Appendix for all results). The variance is large because test
sets were small (9-10 subjects) and contained few (2-4) disengaged children.
We strongly outperform the prior (AUC of 0.5) and often outperform non-
expert people when predicting engagement.
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greatly contribute to this stage (using all features gave an AUC of 0.63) which
is not surprising since most of the Greeting stage is evaluated on the child’s
gaze direction and the presence of a smile.
Ball Stage: The ball stage was most accurately predicted by motion fea-
tures, with an AUC of 0.78. The stage can be characterized by the motion
of the child as illustrated in Figure 4.7. Engaged children are more likely to
move and play with the ball. Though disengaged children will also interact
with the ball they are less active.
Book Stage: This stage was challenging for non-expert human annotators
who scored an AUC of 0.56 (barely above chance, 0.5). We greatly improved
on this with our joint face, body and motion features that had an AUC of
0.68.
Hat Stage: The hat stage is challenging since all children in the stage look
at the examiner. We were able to strongly outperform our baseline methods
since we assume any child with no faces found in a stage is disengaged. Our
joint features obtain an AUC score of 0.86 much higher than non-expert hu-
mans who scored 0.73. As shown in Figure 1.6, the Hat stage has the least
number of disengaged children and only two children in the dataset scored
a level 2 disengagement. Since were unable to detect faces during ‘Hat’ for
those children we correctly identified them as disengaged.
Tickle Stage: The tickle stage is dependent on motion since children tend
to react strongly to being tickled. Engaged children laugh, squirm away
from the examiner, or try to tickle her back. Disengaged children will often
pull away from the examiner and nuzzle into their parent making their faces
harder to detect. They are more likely to move little. We are able to predict
the tickle stage best using motion features with an AUC of 0.77.
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Figure 4.9: Our best method’s results per-stage for various children on each
stage (from Table 4.2). Frames in a stage vote to produce the engagement
score for that stage. We show examples of the frames in a stage that voted
correctly (top four rows) or incorrectly (bottom four rows). Failures of the
face-detector are marked with an empty box. Notice what can distinguish
engaged children from disengaged children. For example, in the ‘Ball’ it can
be the amount or extremity of motion. The child’s gaze direction is crucial
in ‘Greet’ but it is not as informative in ‘Hat’.
4.5.2 SVMs vs. End-to-End Learning
We found that the end-to-end learning method (CNN) slightly outperforms
the SVM predictions. For each of the three feature types we computed the
mean performance over the five stages:
Face Body Motion
Method CNN SVM CNN SVM CNN SVM
mean AUC,
∑
pred 0.68 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.66 0.65
mean AUC,
∏
prob 0.68 0.65 0.65 0.61 0.68 0.69
Table 4.3: End-to-end learning methods (CNN) outperform training a SVM
over features extracted from a CNN.
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These results (sampled from Table 4.2) compare the predictions made by
the CNN to those made by an SVM trained on CNN features. We predicted
results by voting over the predictions (
∑
pred) or by taking the product of
probabilities (
∏
prob).
4.5.3 Predictions vs Probabilities
For every child we predicted engagement per-stage. We combined the per-
frame prediction of the 22 key frames by voting over the predicted group
(
∑
pred) or by multiplying the probabilities given by the sigmoid function
(
∏
prob).
We found that using the probabilistic version of the predictions instead of
the raw version improved performance:
Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle mean AUC
Voting over Prediction 0.59 0.72 0.64 0.74 0.70 0.68
Product of Probabilities 0.63 0.73 0.68 0.86 0.72 0.72
Table 4.4: The product of probabilities outperforms summing over predic-
tions in all stages.
These results (sampled from Table 4.2) are those of predicting engagement
using the output of an SVM trained on the concatenation of face, body, and
motion features. The probability in our method is the probability a child is
disengaged. If, for a frame, the method predicts that the child is engaged
(probability is 0) then the child is predicted to be engaged for the stage
(multiplication by 0). This is clearly advantageous in predicting engagement.
4.5.4 Best Performance
Ranking children by engagement is a particularly interesting task since it is
important to highlight children who are most disengaged for further screen-
ing. Our ranking agrees with the ranking of examiners. We report two types
of best-results (sampled from Table 4.2). The best results by validation set
are the methods (a different method per stage) that had the highest AUC
performance on the validation set. The best results by oracle are the meth-
ods that had the highest AUC performance on the test set. We summed
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our predictions for every child over all five stages and computed Spearman’s
Coefficient over the 98 children.:
Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle µAUC ρ
Non-expert Human 0.83 0.90 0.56 0.73 0.90 0.79
Per-stage best, Validation 0.56 0.62 0.62 0.72 0.74 0.65 0.35
Per-stage best, Oracle 0.72 0.78 0.68 0.86 0.77 0.76 0.45
Table 4.5: Our best methods chosen by performance on the validation set or
by oracle.
Our best methods can succeed in the Book and Hat stages where non-
expert humans struggle. There is however, room for improvement showing
that this is still a difficult task. Our best method correlates with a ρ=0.45
meaning that our ranking is very similar to that of the examiner.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
We have presented the first methods to automatically predict child engage-
ment from video. We accurately predicted the scores that expert clinicians
gave children thereby simulating an examiner’s evaluation. We presented the
first steps in creating an automatic screener for children who have develop-
mental delays.
In this chapter we recommend areas of focus for future work. The MMDB
and staticMMDB datasets are rich with information that we have not lever-
aged. We found that predicting verbalizations and vocalizations would give
the largest improvement to our method since speech is very indicative of en-
gagement. A child’s gaze is also informative and would improve predictions
on most stages.
We also discuss which aspects of the Rapid-ABC screening exam were most
useful for predicting engagement automatically and make suggestions for
future assessment design. We found that interactions that elicit a standard
reaction from a child (like greeting the child or asking them a question) were
easier to predict correctly then more open-ended tasks like playing with a
ball.
5.1 Useful Annotations
The MMDB and staticMMDB datasets contain a lot of additional annota-
tions of child and examiner speech and gestures. A full description of these
annotations is in Chapter 1. In this thesis we have used the datasets to
predict engagement directly, only one of the many annotations available in
the data. We explore how useful the other annotations are for predicting
engagement.
We conducted an experiment to see if we were able to predict the ease-
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of-engagement of a child from the annotations provided by the clinicians in
the post-processing stage. This experiment gives an indication of how well
engagement can be predicted from the available annotations thereby telling
us how useful these annotations are.
We represented every child by a vector of annotations. For every frame
we concatenated the 11 post-processing annotation types (each of these 11
types has a multi-class value of 0 for no annotation and 1+ for the subtypes)
with the 17 binary behavior annotations from the examiner’s form. This
way, every frame was represented by a 28-element long vector with values in
[0, 19] where 19 is the number of subtypes of examiner’s speech. We then
represented a child by a concatenation of the features of the frames that fell
within 2 seconds of every keyframe in the staticMMDB Dataset. Details
on the selected key-frames and the staticMMDBD dataset can be found in
Chapter 3.
We trained a L1-regularized regression to predict engagement ∈ [0, 1] from
the annotation vector. We trained a different regression for every stage (five
regressions total) and reported the result on validation below. We picked the
regularization constant by the mean squared loss over a 20-fold cross valida-
tion.
Lasso Regression
Our method takes advantage of the sparsity of an L1-regression technique,
Lasso [70], to find the annotations that best predict a child’s engagement
score.
We found that we were able to predict engagement from the annotations
provided in the MMDB dataset almost perfectly for the first four stages. We
report the results by the AUC (details in Chapter 2) which falls in [0, 1] with
a perfect performance of 1 and chance performance of 0.5.
Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle mean
AUC 1.00 0.91 0.93 1.00 0.50 0.87
Table 5.1: The annotations provided by the examiner and provided with the
MMDB dataset are predictive of the engagement score given by the examiner.
Most interestingly however, we were able to find which annotations were
most useful for predicting engagement per-stage. We use the lasso because it
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Post-Processing Annotation Examiner Form Annotation
Greet Child speech, Child gaze, Off
task
Gaze, Smile
Ball Examiner speech, Child gaze,
Ball book, Pause, Vocal affect
child, Gesture examiner, Off
task
Look at ball, Ball roll, Smile,
Look at Examiner
Book Examiner speech, Child
speech, Child Gaze, Book
Book, Prsent Play, Vocal
affect child, Gesture examiner,
Gesture child, Off task
Look at book, Smile, Turn
page, Point, Smile, Look at ex-
aminer
Hat Vocal affect child, Off task
Tickle Examiner speech, Child gaze,
Vocal affect child, Gesture
child, Off task
Look at examiner, Laugh,
Look at examiner
Table 5.2: Annotations from post-processing and the examiner that were
important for predicting engagement in the Lasso experiment. Being Off
task was important for all stages. The child’s gaze, smile, or vocalizations
were always indicative of engagement. If an examiner form annotation is
listed twice it is because it appeared twice on the form, we list things in the
order they appear on the form.
forces sparsity. A sparse weight vector will highlight what features are more
important, it will find the most critical annotations that influence engage-
ment. Important annotations are annotations for which the corresponding
weight-vector element, w is non-zero. We list the important annotations
for each stage in Table 5.2. Not surprisingly, the ease of engagement is
determined by a combination of post-processing annotations and real-time
examiner annotations for all stages except Hat which can be predicted using
only post-processing annotations. The annotation of ‘Off task’ is important
for all stages and the child’s speech, vocal affect, and gaze are important for
all stages but Hat.
This experiment highlights how useful incorporating speech information
could be for predicting engagement. Every stage relied on either the child’s
vocal affect or speech when predicting engagement. It is possible that the vi-
sual data we used in this thesis captured some of the speech information since
we focused on faces. Regardless, future work should consider a combination
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Figure 5.1: The mean accuracy of disengagement prediction for the ten val-
idation sets reported per-stimulus. The median value is shown by the red
line. The stimuli in the Greet, Book, and Tickle phases were all very infor-
mative when predicting disengagement. The Ball and Hat stages were much
less discriminative.
of vision and speech features.
5.2 Useful Stimuli
The Rapid-ABC assessment captured in the MMDB dataset is a semiscripted
interaction in which the examiner prompts a child with verbal and physical
stimuli. We found that certain stimuli in the Rapid ABC are more informa-
tive for automatic methods than others. Ideally, an assessment that would
be evaluated automatically would evoke discriminative behaviors. We found
that our methods can predict a child’s engagement from certain stimuli with
much better accuracy than from others.
Based upon our work building an automatic screener for this assessment
we make the following design recommendations. First, such assessments
should be designed to elicit specific responses as was done in the Greet and
Hat stage. In those stages an engaged child may look at the examiner,
smile, wave, talk, or point. A disengaged child would not produce any of
those behaviors. The Ball stage, a more open-ended interaction, was much
harder to utilize when predicting engagement since there was a large range
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of responses within engagement classes. Second, such assessments should be
designed so that the interactions encourage eye-contact or visual attention.
Our work found that the inability to automatically detect a child’s face is
a strong cue for disengagement. We have conducted a small experiment to
evaluate how useful the current interactions used by examiners are for our
automatic methods.
For every validation set in the 10-fold cross-validation experiment we com-
puted the accuracy with which we predicted disengagement using the 22
examiner stimuli. The average performance across the ten folds is in Figure
5.1. We found that certain stimuli were better at predicting disengagement.
Interestingly, we found that engagement in the Ball and Hat stages was very
hard to predict correctly. It is not entirely surprising that disengaged children
were hard to identify in the Hat stage since all the children in our dataset
looked up at the examiner when she put the hat on her head and since very
few children were disengaged in this stage. Similarly, disengaged children
responded more actively in the Ball stage than in the Greet stage.
For every split we computed the accuracy on the validation set when pre-
dicting disengagement for the 22 keyframes. This experiment used the results
from the method in which face, body and motion features were used with an
SVM optimized for F1 results. We computed our test set’s predictions by
voting over the keyframes that scored above the 25% quartile in F1 score on
the validation set. As expected, this improved the performance of our method
on the disengaged children (from a mean F1 of 0.31 to 0.32) at the cost of
the engaged children (from a mean F1 of 0.76 to 0.69). Most noticeably, the
performance on the Ball stage improved most from 0.12 to 0.21:
F1 Score Engaged
Voting Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle µF1
All keyframes 0.66 0.86 0.76 0.75 0.77 0.76
Top 25th% 0.66 0.83 0.72 0.59 0.67 0.69
F1 Score Disengaged
Voting Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle µF1
All keyframes 0.39 0.12 0.40 0.23 0.40 0.31
Top 25th% 0.40 0.21 0.42 0.23 0.36 0.32
Table 5.3: Summing over frames that do best on the validation set improves
disengagement prediction, especially in Ball.
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Please note that the stimuli highlighted in Figure 5.1 are not necessarily
the stimuli used in the experiment. This figure serves as a visualization for
which keyframes could have been chosen by the technique. Each of ten splits
had a different subset of stimuli which voted for engagement.
Though simplistic, this experiment highlights the need to cause reactions
that are visually discriminative when creating an exam that will be auto-
matically evaluated. The Greeting and Book stages are very useful when
predicting engagement because of the expected reactions to the task. When
a child is greeted it is expected that he will look at the examiner, smile,
wave, or vocalize. Children can react in a large variety of ways to the Ball or
Hat and get the same engagement score. Such open-ended interactions are
harder to use when predicting engagement automatically.
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APPENDIX A
A.1 List of 98 children in our experiments
We split the 98 subjects we worked with into ten sets for training and testing.
Subjects are identified by number and whether the session was a ‘Follow Up’
session. Some subjects had two sessions that were years apart, we treated
the two sessions as unique subjects since the children’s appearance changed
between the two.
Split 1: RA146, RA150 Follow Up, RA150, RA122, RA087, RA097 Follow
Up, RA076 Follow Up, RA117, RA140, RA096
Split 2: RA165, RA063, RA116, RA058 Follow Up, RA062, RA088 Follow
Up, RA064, RA134, RA059, RA097
Split 3: RA071, RA128, RA146 Follow Up, RA079 Follow Up, RA060
Follow Up, RA135, RA079 Follow Up, RA086, RA124, RA130
Split 4: RA125, RA052 Follow Up, RA077, RA110, RA057, RA098,
RA108, RA070, RA074, RA046
Split 5: RA050 Follow Up, RA082 Follow Up, RA143, RA145, RA102,
RA069, RA081, RA049, RA054, RA138
Split 6: RA172, RA093, RA153, RA067, RA103, RA038 Follow Up,
RA060, RA132, RA091 Follow Up, RA085
Split 7: RA048 Follow Up, RA106, RA059 Follow Up, RA047, RA088,
RA090, RA112, RA076, RA142, RA123
Split 8: RA053, RA105, RA127, RA083 Follow Up, RA109, RA087 Follow
Up, RA049 Follow Up, RA139, RA057 Follow Up, RA110 Follow Up
Split 9: RA162, RA136, RA072 Follow Up, RA121, RA111, RA056 Follow
Up, RA095, RA104, RA166
Split 10: RA091, RA129, RA089 Follow Up, RA144, RA034, RA100,
RA072, RA099, RA137
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A.2 Examples from the staticMMDB Dataset
Figure A.1: This child has a low total engagement score of 2 (high-
engagement).
Figure A.2: This child has a medium total engagement score of 6 (high-
engagement).
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Figure A.3: This child has a high total engagement score of 13 (low-
engagement) because he is not very expressive.
Figure A.4: This child has a high total engagement score of 22 (low-
engagement) because she is not responsive.
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Figure A.5: These are the child-frames for some children during the stimulus
‘greeting1’. During this interaction the examiner greets the child and says
the child’s name. The children are ordered so that the top-left child has
high total-engagement (low score) and the bottom-right child has low total-
engagement (high score). Children with lower scores tend to react similarly
to each other and children with low-engagement are more unresponsive or
disinterested in the task.
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Figure A.6: These are the child-frames for some children during the stim-
ulus ‘ball return3’. During this interaction the child is returning the ball
to the examiner for the third time. The children are ordered so that the
top-left child has high total-engagement (low score) and the bottom-right
child has low total-engagement (high score). Children with lower scores tend
to react similarly to each other and children with low-engagement are more
unresponsive or disinterested in the task.
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Figure A.7: These are the child-frames for some children during the stimulus
‘it’s a hat! it’s on my head’. During this interaction the examiner has put
the book on her head and makes a joke that it is a hat. The children are
ordered so that the top-left child has high total-engagement (low score) and
the bottom-right child has low total-engagement (high score). Children with
lower scores tend to react similarly to each other and children with low-
engagement are more unresponsive or disinterested in the task.
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A.3 Complete Result Tables
Tables A.1 and A.2 contain all the experimental results from this thesis.
The best results per stage are in bold, the best overall are in blue, and
best per-feature are in bold in mean column. We use the best feature found
on validation for defining the joint feature vectors and for making our best
methods for test data. ‘DO’ means dropout, ‘BN’ means batch-norm, and
‘FT’ means fine-tuned.
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Feature Decision Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle mean
Face Non-expert 0.83 0.90 0.56 0.73 0.90 0.79
VGGFace FT DNN
∑
pred 0.52 0.76 0.54 0.71 0.75 0.66
VGGFace FT DNN
∏
prob 0.56 0.67 0.47 0.55 0.77 0.60
VGGFace FT SVM
∑
pred 0.57 0.80 0.60 0.69 0.71 0.68
VGGFace FT SVM
∏
prob 0.63 0.86 0.61 0.74 0.76 0.72
Khorrami DNN
∑
pred 0.68 0.69 0.60 0.64 0.73 0.67
Khorrami DNN
∏
prob 0.59 0.72 0.61 0.70 0.71 0.66
Khorrami SVM
∑
pred 0.60 0.80 0.61 0.73 0.76 0.70
Khorrami SVM
∏
prob 0.69 0.84 0.67 0.76 0.72 0.74
Khorrami+DO DNN
∑
pred 0.61 0.79 0.63 0.67 0.77 0.69
Khorrami+DO DNN
∏
prob 0.59 0.77 0.60 0.64 0.75 0.67
Khorrami+DO SVM
∑
pred 0.63 0.82 0.63 0.72 0.70 0.70
Khorrami+DO SVM
∏
prob 0.65 0.81 0.59 0.71 0.73 0.70
Body Decision Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle mean
VGG DNN
∑
pred 0.52 0.76 0.54 0.71 0.75 0.66
VGG DNN
∏
prob 0.56 0.67 0.47 0.55 0.77 0.60
VGG SVM
∑
pred 0.57 0.80 0.60 0.70 0.71 0.68
VGG SVM
∏
prob 0.63 0.86 0.61 0.74 0.76 0.72
Khorrami+DO DNN
∑
pred 0.60 0.71 0.57 0.68 0.65 0.64
Khorrami+DO DNN
∏
prob 0.49 0.63 0.57 0.66 0.57 0.59
Khorrami+DO SVM
∑
pred 0.65 0.83 0.64 0.69 0.73 0.71
Khorrami+DO SVM
∏
prob 0.66 0.87 0.67 0.73 0.71 0.73
Khorrami+BN DNN
∑
pred 0.55 0.80 0.56 0.69 0.70 0.66
Khorrami+BN DNN
∏
prob 0.57 0.77 0.60 0.66 0.70 0.66
Khorrami+BN SVM
∑
pred 0.64 0.86 0.62 0.67 0.69 0.70
Khorrami+BN SVM
∏
prob 0.69 0.88 0.71 0.71 0.77 0.75
Motion Decision Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle mean
Khorrami+BN DNN
∑
pred 0.61 0.68 0.54 0.70 0.67 0.64
Khorrami+BN DNN
∏
prob 0.45 0.72 0.69 0.74 0.67 0.66
Khorrami+BN SVM
∑
pred 0.58 0.78 0.54 0.69 0.72 0.66
Khorrami+BN SVM
∏
prob 0.64 0.82 0.67 0.84 0.71 0.73
All Decision Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle mean
Face, Body SVM
∑
pred 0.65 0.81 0.58 0.70 0.73 0.69
Face, Body SVM
∏
prob 0.68 0.87 0.66 0.72 0.69 0.72
Face, Motion SVM
∑
pred 0.62 0.83 0.58 0.66 0.71 0.68
Face, Motion SVM
∏
prob 0.70 0.84 0.67 0.78 0.71 0.74
All 3 SVM
∑
pred 0.64 0.83 0.61 0.68 0.74 0.70
All 3 SVM
∏
prob 0.64 0.85 0.67 0.71 0.72 0.72
Table A.1: AUC results over validation sets. Details in Section A.3.
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Feature Decision Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle mean
Face Non-expert 0.83 0.90 0.56 0.73 0.90 0.79
VGGFace SVM
∑
pred 0.53 0.78 0.55 0.74 0.66 0.65
VGGFace SVM
∏
prob 0.58 0.61 0.54 0.71 0.62 0.61
VGGFace FT DNN
∑
pred 0.53 0.64 0.60 0.69 0.74 0.64
VGGFace FT DNN
∏
prob 0.55 0.64 0.60 0.57 0.73 0.62
VGGFace FT SVM
∑
pred 0.58 0.72 0.54 0.73 0.74 0.66
VGGFace FT SVM
∏
prob 0.63 0.69 0.57 0.79 0.76 0.69
Khorrami DNN
∑
pred 0.72 0.70 0.61 0.69 0.70 0.68
Khorrami DNN
∏
prob 0.69 0.58 0.64 0.77 0.69 0.68
Khorrami SVM
∑
pred 0.57 0.73 0.59 0.66 0.65 0.64
Khorrami SVM
∏
prob 0.57 0.75 0.60 0.61 0.70 0.65
Khorrami+DO DNN
∑
pred 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.72 0.74 0.67
Khorrami+DO DNN
∏
prob 0.72 0.58 0.69 0.76 0.75 0.70
Khorrami+DO SVM
∑
pred 0.60 0.73 0.61 0.68 0.75 0.67
Khorrami+DO SVM
∏
prob 0.59 0.70 0.60 0.64 0.68 0.64
Body Decision Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle mean
VGG DNN
∑
pred 0.53 0.64 0.60 0.69 0.74 0.64
VGG DNN
∏
prob 0.55 0.64 0.60 0.57 0.73 0.62
VGG SVM
∑
pred 0.58 0.72 0.54 0.73 0.74 0.66
VGG SVM
∏
prob 0.63 0.69 0.57 0.79 0.76 0.69
Khorrami+DO DNN
∑
pred 0.55 0.65 0.62 0.69 0.64 0.63
Khorrami+DO DNN
∏
prob 0.53 0.63 0.64 0.71 0.65 0.63
Khorrami+DO SVM
∑
pred 0.63 0.77 0.59 0.74 0.70 0.69
Khorrami+DO SVM
∏
prob 0.66 0.76 0.64 0.68 0.71 0.69
Khorrami+BN DNN
∑
pred 0.56 0.72 0.53 0.66 0.72 0.64
Khorrami+BN DNN
∏
prob 0.50 0.67 0.64 0.74 0.70 0.65
Khorrami+BN SVM
∑
pred 0.55 0.71 0.60 0.68 0.67 0.64
Khorrami+BN SVM
∏
prob 0.47 0.62 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.61
Motion Decision Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle mean
Khorrami+BN DNN
∑
pred 0.58 0.78 0.60 0.69 0.66 0.66
Khorrami+BN DNN
∏
prob 0.56 0.74 0.66 0.74 0.68 0.68
Khorrami+BN SVM
∑
pred 0.57 0.74 0.53 0.69 0.70 0.65
Khorrami+BN SVM
∏
prob 0.59 0.76 0.62 0.72 0.77 0.69
All Decision Greet Ball Book Hat Tickle mean
Face, Body SVM
∑
pred 0.60 0.75 0.63 0.69 0.69 0.67
Face, Body SVM
∏
prob 0.59 0.67 0.60 0.67 0.73 0.65
Face, Motion SVM
∑
pred 0.58 0.72 0.60 0.67 0.66 0.65
Face, Motion SVM
∏
prob 0.56 0.68 0.57 0.71 0.71 0.65
All 3 SVM
∑
pred 0.59 0.72 0.64 0.74 0.70 0.68
All 3 SVM
∏
prob 0.63 0.73 0.68 0.86 0.72 0.72
Table A.2: AUC results over test sets. Details in Section A.3.
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obtain approval prior to implementing the change.   
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at OPRS, or visit our website at http://oprs.research.illinois.edu 
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IRB-exempt approval letter for the user study detailed in Chapter 3.
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